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The Ichiko Empire

The Ichiko Empire is an absolute monarchy located on the planet Xuno

About

A Totalitarian Monarchy, one of the most infamous factions on Xuno. Responsible for most of the wars
and having the largest populations.

Government: Totalitarian Dictatorship + Monarchy

Head of State: Supreme Ruler, William Foreman

Capital: Pombus

Population: 1 Billion

History

The Ichiko Empire is responsible for 6 out of the now 8 major wars that has occurred, them being
responsible for the last one, by declaring war on the DRF. They only just lost this last war and it has hit
their economy very harshly leaving more to become impoverished. Though the empire is a monarchy, its
leader acts more like a dictator. 86% of the population live in poverty. It’s another militaristic state, with
mandatory years of service going up to 10 years. Your position in society is determined by birthright.
Majority of its population is uneducated and don’t know how badly they’re being treated. Their population
is 1 billion, and their military stands at 676 million. It has multiple vehicles but has very little agriculture
and relies on trade from its ally to supply for it. That of course would be the URR.

Technology

The technology that The Ichiko Empire has consist of mainly conventional weaponry. They have mostly
semiautomatic assault rifles and some LMGs. Though they're only made to be used against other people,
not armor. They do also have grenades and some types of primitive grenade launchers. Their vehicles
are not the most advanced either. Only having a few cars that have a max speed of 40 mph. Their
armored vehicles, tanks, have think steel and chromium armor but are very slow. However their cannons
are effective. (WW1 Technology)
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Territory

Having control over the largest suave of land. As well as having the south eastern coast with most of the
center of the continent. The Ichiko Empire has the largest nation on the planet. They control the coastal
cliffs and beaches, to the central plains. All the way to the southern forest. They also have a large sum or
natural gas and oil. As well as other minerals. Controlling the most amount of land makes it easier for
them to have access to almost every resource.

Pombus

The capital of the Ichiko Empire. Having a population of 100 million, it's the most populated in the world.
It is also the largest. Pombus is known for being very selective on who can enter from outside the Empire.
It's very closed to the rest of the world due to it's large amount of R&D.

Helfen

With a population of 48 million. Helfen is the military center of the Empire. There, they recruit and
manufacture, as well as store most of their top level military equipment. The military population is
around 8 million out of the entire city. It has the best food in the entire Empire and frequently brings
soldiers from across the Empire to eat there.

Doromak

A coastal city on the eastern shore. It's main purpose is to trade with the Principality of Nojah. Maritime
trade, though the main reason for the city. It only has 23.4 million people living there. Though it has a
relatively large military base on the northern side of the city. Garrisoned with at least 40 thousand
troops.

OOC Notes

dragon_god created this article on 2018/04/01 15:35.
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